Employer Member Benefits
The Integrated Benefits Institute provides the research, data, tools
and educational programs that companies need to make sound
decisions about how they invest in the health of their workforce.
Founded in 1995, IBI is an independent, non-profit organization
representing more than 1,100 member companies and their 20+
million employees .
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Signing up for a free IBI employer membership gives you access to:
Independent research. Tap into IBI’s archive of original research linking workforce health to
employee performance and productivity using business-relevant metrics.
Practical guidance. Learn about what’s working for other employers via IBI case studies. Employer
members have access to contact information for case study participants so that they can discuss
program challenges and successes with those deploying them in the real world.
Industry benchmarks. Access industry-specific STD, LTD, FMLA and workers’ compensation
benchmarking reports drawn from the country’s largest disability/lost-time database. The
database is refreshed annually and contains information on 4.4+ million claims from more than
52,000 employers, spanning nearly 900 SIC industry codes.
Modeling tools. Model the annual costs of absence (in terms of both dollars and lost time) to your
business using the Absence Cost Estimator (ACE), a simple, easy-to-use tool available on our
website. The ACE report covers combined costs (including lost productivity) for STD, LTD, FMLA,
workers’ compensation and paid and unpaid sick leave absences.
Networking and educational opportunities. Attend the annual IBI Forum to hear about the latest
research, case studies and best practices in the health and productivity field. More than 450
suppliers and employers come together each year in San Francisco to collaborate and learn from
one another in a non-commercial environment. Scholarships are available to allow employer
members to attend the event at no cost. We also frequently host educational webinars to discuss
new research and case studies and give members the opportunity to ask questions and provide
feedback.
Monthly updates. We’ll keep you up-to-date with two monthly email publications: Pulse and
Research Insights. Pulse highlights upcoming educational opportunities and IBI announcements
while Research Insights serves as our vehicle for releasing original research and highlighting
interesting research being undertaken by others in the field.

